After decades of accumulating evidence, the inappropriate use of laboratory services has now become a well-known critical issue. An interesting survey, just recently published in JAMA Internal Medicine (1), describes some interesting aspects concerning the prescription attitudes and the overuse of inpatient laboratory testing in a large American cancer center (i.e., Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, USA). Briefly, the percentage of physicians who agreed that hospitalized patients should have daily laboratory testing was close to 60%, whereas 55% of them were convinced that daily laboratory testing may be effective for increasing patient safety. These figures then translate in physicians disclosing that approximately 60% of laboratory testing was deemed to be actually unnecessary. This information is not really different from that reported in other studies, showing that the inappropriateness of laboratory testing can be as high as 70% (2).

What clearly emerges from the interesting survey carried out at the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, however, is that the vast majority of physicians were persuaded that non-clinically driven prescribing is not a questionable attitude, but also that routine testing, which is not apparently justified by the clinical context, may be somehow useful for increasing patient safety. The advantages and the inherent risks of inappropriate laboratory testing have been discussed many times before (Figure 1) (3), but can now be reaffirmed according to the results of the survey of Roman et al. (1). The main advantages are quite obvious, entailing reassurance that the patient has no “laboratory signs” of disease, especially when the negative predictive value of the test is close to 1.00 as for cardiac troponins measured with high-sensitivity immunoassays (4), or else enabling a possible diagnosis of an occult disease. A paradigmatic case is that of ordering hemoglobin testing in the elderly, wherein the clinical significance of large-scale screening studies in older subjects may contribute to make subclinical diagnosis of anemia, thus allowing a better and more effective therapeutic management, even if routine hemoglobin assessment is currently counselevidence (5). On the other hand, the putative drawbacks are not limited to the stemming waste of human and economic resources due to placing unnecessary orders to the laboratory, but also to the fact that inappropriate tests carry a high risk of producing false positive or false negative results, both of which can be causes of tangible risks, or even direct harm to the patients. In the unfortunate case that laboratory testing will produce a false negative result, this may then completely derange the clinical decision making by providing false reassurance that no occult pathologies are present. Thereby, the subsequent diagnosis of an occult disease already present at the time of test ordering may then be delayed, with possible detrimental impact on clinical outcomes. Unlike false negative test results, false positive test results (the probability of which is over 95% after the 19th laboratory test is ordered) (3), may then need follow-up investigations, to rule out the presence of occult diseases, so also placing unnecessary anxiety on both the physician and the patient. In the worst scenario, the physician may be driven to a wrong diagnosis or to the so-called “overdiagnosis” (e.g., in the case of prostate cancer screening by measuring prostate specific antigen) (6), thus generating detrimental effects on patient’s health due to inappropriate or unnecessary care.

Returning to the survey of the Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center, it is then quite surprising that nearly 70% of physicians state that they would be comfortable if their hospitalized patients received less laboratory testing, a percentage increasing over 84% in attending and training physicians (1). This data seems actually conflicting with the prevalence of physicians who reported that inpatients should have daily laboratory testing (i.e., 60%). How can we explain such a difference? There is probably widespread perception that inappropriate test requesting is a real issue for health care, that this attitude is also somehow questionable, but physicians would be more comfortable if it is their colleagues who should perform less testing. This conviction is probably driven by perceived assurance that more tests may help preventing malpractice litigations, which are hence one of the most frequent causes of laboratory inappropriateness (7).

In conclusion, it is not so unlikely that the data of the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center actually reflects a widespread attitude concerning overuse of inpatient laboratory testing, thus further highlighting the need of developing universally agreed policies to overcome this concerning issue.
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